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Each class saliency maps 𝑀𝑖𝑐 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 is
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- Improved the method by Simonyan et al. [1]
- Combine BP-based map with CNN class maps for
weakly supervised segmentaion
- Achieved comparerable result in weakly-supervised
segmentation with PASCAL VOC 2012
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Visualize class-specific saliency maps
based on the derivatives of the class scores
with respect to the input image
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Steps

1. Recognize an image by forwarding
2. Back-propagation for each of the
detected classes
3. Preparing Zoom-out feature by feature
maps of eacy layer
4. Caluculate class probability maps by miSVM with feature maps
5. Unify the class maps and BP-based
saliency maps by super-pixel-based CRF

Steps

1. Recognize an image by forwarding
2. Back-propagation for each of the
detected classes
3. Obtaine class probability maps from
output feature maps
4. Unify the class maps and BP-based
saliency maps by ILP and thresholding

Training
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1. Training multi class recognition CNN

Experiments

Snake

Back-propagation
[K. Simonyan+, ICLR 2014]

White region means high derivative values
which corresponds to the important pixels
to enhance the given class score. (In the above fig. “Snake”)

CNN Architecture
- Fully Convolutional Net
- Guided back propagation [2]
- Use the derivatives of multiple intermediate layers

Segmentaion result

BP based maps

1. Training multi class recognition CNN
2. Training Mi-svm for CNN features
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where ℎ𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑘) is
the index of the element of 𝑤𝑖𝑐

BP-based Visualization
- proposed by K. Simonyan et al. at ICLR 2014 [1]
- Visualize contributed pixels on CNN classification
- Use derivatives obtained by back-propagation
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Results on PASCAL VOC 2012
-A means using addtinal images for training
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Ground truth

Compare similar approach methods
- Training with global pooling
- Enhance FCN output with low-level objectness map

We back-propagate expected class scores generated by
setting 1 for one of the top N-classes and 0 for the others.
𝑤𝑖𝑐 represents up-sampled i-th layer derivative which is
obtained by propagating class scores from the top layer.
.
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